COMPLIANCE,
SECURITY & RISK
the new CSR activity for business

SUSTENANCE

It is very well said, “Hackers aren’t ahead, we are
behind and we haven’t taken the right start”.

It never too late, let’s rise and secure our business from all impacts.
Today let’s all change our focus: “SECURING THE FUTURE”. It’s not easy. I do not think today
only technology can solve our security and compliance problems. We need a holistic approach.
An approach to change. Let’s understand the problem and the technology together and build a
secured business through CSR.
Just like the corporate social responsibility, we need to change our focus towards Compliance,
Security and Risk management. This is the CSR activity for us today to survive and sustain in this
technological world.
Culture, good or bad, is the determinant factor of whether a business can sustain today’s
resilient business environment and stay out of hot water in terms of information risk.

As part of this knowledge letter, we would like to provide you an insight on all the best practice
standards and Alcumus ISOQAR approach to enable your organization to secure and sustain.

KNOWLEDGE LETTER
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The leadership team with the BIG FOUR background; focuses on delivering
performance with passion. We believe in knowledge performance
integration.
With the growing demand for compliance; the team ALCUMUS ISOQAR
believes in enhancing its capability to provide value added services in the field
of audits, trainings coupled with compliances.

ONE STOP SHOP for all requirements
related to SECURITY RISK and COMPLIANCE. in all domains.
Our long term vision is to be the

Nishid Shivdas
Executive Director - Compliance

Our business idea supports this vision by providing wide range of audit and
training services globally utilizing domain knowledge, audit experience and
utmost professional approach.
Today we work on all standards including ISO standards in all domains; 2nd party
audits; PCI Compliances; SSAE 18 SOC compliances; HIPAA compliances; BRC; RJC
compliances etc.
ISOQAR uses the knowledge assets to drive performance. Knowledge embedded
in our services and business processes now drives what can be created and
delivered to our esteemed customers.
We are publishing a newsletter on various Security Standards which puts a finger
on the pulse of various requirements of each standards.
We hope the knowledge letter provides you with insights that can be leveraged
in shaping the RISK & COMPLIANCE implementation posture in your organization.

Suhas Risbood
Managing Director

Regards,
ISOQAR India Pvt. Ltd.

“The security benefits associated with maintaining
compliance are vital to the long-term success of all
organization. This includes continual identification of
threats and vulnerabilities that could potentially impact
the organization. Most organizations never fully recover
from data breaches because the loss is greater than the
data itself.”
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ONE STOP SHOP

Compliance, Security

Risk Management

and
Services
from Alcumus ISOQAR will help you evaluate your existing security governance.
This includes IT security controls, People controls, Logical and physical controls
in line with best practice standards including payment card industry
(PCI) security, HIPAA, SOC 2 compliance requirement and IT
regulatory compliance needs and gaps — in line with your business
requirements and objectives.

When it comes to running your business, all data is important data. Data security
is vital for your business and for sustenance of your business, regardless of its
size. We all very well understand that every company needs a well-designed and
adequate information security program.
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ISO 27001:2013
ISO has released a new version of its information security management standard ISO IEC 27001 in
September 2013. The old version ISO IEC 27001:2005 is no longer active post-October 2015.
The effective use of these standards can help companies achieve best practices in information security,
avoid reinventing security controls, optimize the use of scarce resources and reduce the major security
risks such as loss of proprietary information, hacking of network, spread of malware, data compromise
and failures of service providers to understand and meet customer requirements.
Thousands of companies have adopted ISO/IEC 27001 and 27002 as their standards for information
security programs and controls. Together, they are the de facto standards and provide the
requirements and code of practice for security requirements. ISO IEC 27001 also enables organizations
to achieve regulatory compliances like FISMA, HIPAA, IT ACT and GBLA. They provide a baseline for
initiating, implementing, maintaining and improving an information security management system in
any size organization.

A key focus of the new version:

This standard can be utilized to develop the security framework of the organization and then
integrating additional compliance requirements like HIPAA/ PCI/ SSAE18/GDPR/ISO29100 as
additional controls and mapping to the SOA ensuring compliance to a wider spectrum of
compliance standards.

One framework many compliances…
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ISO 20000
Like any other good improvement initiative, ISO 20000 is not a destination, it’s a journey. A journey in
which organization strives to achieve world class service management practices based on real
customer input and requirements.
Formally: ISO/IEC 20000-1 (‘Part 1') "promotes the adoption of an integrated process approach to
effectively deliver managed services to meet the business and customer requirements". It comprises
following sections:











Scope
Terms and definitions
Planning and implementing service management
Requirements for a management system
Planning and implementing new or changed services
Service delivery processes
Relationship processes
Control processes
Resolution processes
Release process.

For getting the right benefits of SMS to your organization design an effective SMS based on service
requirements (SLA) and thereby determine the inter dependencies and associated OLA’s.
Design service components and an effective monitoring system. It rightly said, "What gets

measured gets improved". Service reporting is the key component coupled with effective CMDB
& KEDB.
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PCI-DSS V 3.2
PCI DSS 3.2 marks the start of refining the payment data regulations, rather than minor changes, and
includes requirements to strengthen encryption and multifactor authentication.
The PCI Security Standards Council (PCI SSC) has published a new version of its data security standard
(DSS), used to safeguard payment data before, during and after a purchase is made. PCI DSS version
3.2 replaces version 3.1, which has expired on Oct. 31.

Platinum Principles for continual PCI
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

KNOW THE STANDARD
GET THE NECESSARY BUDGETARY APPROVAL FOR THE UPKEEP.
DEVELOP AN ANNUAL COMPLIANCE CALENDAR
ASSIGN TASKS AND MONITOR THEM
INCLUDE VENDORS IN COMPLIANCE PROGRAM

Alcumus PCI DSS Value Proposition by FOUR
fold (Triple A -S) approach

We at Alcumus ISOQAR India realize the pains in achieving any compliance and
maintaining it.
Specifically, when it comes to achieving and maintaining the PCI DSS compliance
the mission is even tougher.
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ISO/IEC 29100
The ISO/IEC 29100 Privacy Framework serves as a base for other relevant standards that are
internationally applicable and general in nature.
Privacy Framework will contribute to improvements in privacy, assistance in maintaining good
governance, reducing overhead costs related to security, and serve as a good marketing strategy to
promote your credibility with internationally known ISO standards.

ISO/IEC 29100:2011 provides a privacy framework which

ISO/IEC 29100:2011 is applicable to natural persons and organizations involved in specifying,
procuring, architecting, designing, developing, testing, maintaining, administering, and operating
information and communication technology systems or services where privacy controls are required
for the processing of PII.
CRITICAL COMPONENTS OF 29001 UNDER REVIEW
•
•
•
•
•

Reviewing privacy safeguarding requirements
Reviewing legal and regulatory requirements
and framework
Reviewing privacy based control identification
and design based on RA output
Pseudonymization / Meta data/ Collection
limitation / data minimization controls etc.
System design based on 11 Privacy principle
including information security and privacy
compliance.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Roles and responsibilities
Competency
assessment
process
Awareness process
Internal audit and review
process
Privacy breach and management
process.
Corrective action system review
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ISO 31000
ISO 31000 is the international standard for risk management. Risks affecting organizations can have
consequences in terms of economic performance and professional reputation, as well as
environmental, safety and societal outcomes. Therefore, managing risk effectively helps organizations
to perform well in an environment full of uncertainty.
Whilst all organizations manage risk to some extent, this international standard’s best-practice
recommendations were developed to improve management techniques and ensure safety and
security in the workplace at all times.

FRAMEWORK
The framework for managing risk under ISO 31000 is really simple. Once management commitment is
established there is a loop of actions that include: 1) design the framework, 2) implement risk
management, 3) monitor and review the framework, and 4) continual improvement of the framework.

ISO 31000:2009 is intended to be used by a wide range of stakeholders including:






those responsible for implementing risk management within their organization;
those who need to ensure that an organization manages risk;
those who need to manage risk for the organization as a whole or within a specific area or activity;
those needing to evaluate an organization’s practices in managing risk; and
developers of standards, guides, procedures, and codes of practice that in whole or in part set out
how risk is to be managed within the specific context of this document

BENEFITS TO ORGANIZATIONS:






Proactively improve operational efficiency and governance
Build stakeholder confidence in your use of risk techniques
Apply management system controls to risk analysis to minimize losses
Improve management system performance and resilience
Respond to change effectively and protect your business as you grow
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HIPAA
HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996) is United States legislation
that provides data privacy and security provisions for safeguarding medical information.
The main purpose of this federal statute was to help consumers maintain their insurance
coverage, but it also includes a separate set of provisions called Administrative Simplification.
This section of the act is aimed at improving the efficiency and effectiveness of the health care
system. The key components of Administrative Simplification include:




Standardized electronic transmission of common administrative and financial
transactions.
Unique health identifiers for individuals, employers, health plans, and health care
providers
Privacy and security standards to protect the confidentiality and integrity of
individually identifiable health information

.

TYPES OF HIPAA:

The (HIPAA) Act. Privacy, Security, and Breach Notification Rules
protect the privacy and security of health information and provide
individuals with certain rights to their health information.
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ISO 22301:2012
ISO 22301 is the Business Continuity Management System (BCMS) standard that has been developed
to protect companies from the risks associated with downtime which can occur due to unexpected
disruptions or disasters. Disruptions to your business can result in revenue loss, data risk breakdowns
and failure to deliver normal client services as per service level agreements. ISO 22301specifies the
requirements for a management system to protect against, reduce the likelihood of, and ensure your
business recovers from disruptive incidents.

BENEFITS OF ISO 22301 BUSINESS CONTINUITY MANAGEMENT

WHAT INDUSTRIES SHOULD IMPLEMENT ISO 22301:2012
ISO 22301 is best suited to organizations that do not have the luxury of managing downtime without
disruption. Any industry where dis continuity can have a major impact on the end users/ customers'
needs to apply BCMS. As markets grow more competitive implementing systems like ISO 22301 can
mean the difference in retaining and growing your client base. ISO 22301 certification is the perfect
option for an organization who needs to ensure clients, staff, and stakeholders that have a plan in
place to manage disruptions that minimize downtime.

Risk management – Before an incident and BCMS – after an incident. These are
two components business needs today to survive in the competitive world.
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SOC (System and Organization Control)
A SOC report is intended to meet the needs of internal control at a service organization as it relates to
one or more of the AICPA’s Trust Services Criteria of Security, Availability, Processing Integrity,
Confidentiality or Privacy. The reports are intended for use by stakeholders (e.g., customers,
regulators, business partners, suppliers, directors) of the service organization. A SOC 2 examination is
similar in structure and general approach to SOC 1 reporting (legacy SAS70), but also allows the
flexibility to incorporate additional suitable criteria, for example, around adherence to public, industryspecific frameworks such as the HITRUST CSF.

SOC 2 + HITRUST CSF REPORT FOR HIPAA COMPLIANCE
This option can be used when a service organization wants its service auditor to express an opinion on
whether the controls at the service organization are suitably designed and operating effectively to
meet the entire HITRUST CSF requirements in addition to the applicable trust services criteria. It
provides the service organization with a service auditor’s examination report that includes



An opinion on the fairness of the presentation of the description based on the description
criteria in the AICPA SOC 2 requirements and
An opinion on the suitability of the design and operating effectiveness of the controls based
on the applicable trust services criteria and the HITRUST CSF requirements.

WHY SOC 2 FOR HIPAA COMPLIANCE
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AICPA SERVICE ORGANIZATION & CLOUD SECURITY ALLIANCE
In June 2011, the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) issued SSAE 18, which
replaced SAS 70, an auditing standard used by CPAs reporting on controls at a service organization,
including information technology controls. At that time, the AICPA introduced three Service
Organization Control (SOC) reporting options: SOC 1SM, SOC 2SM and SOC 3SM reports.
The new AICPA reporting framework was created to eliminate confusion that management of a service
organization (including management of cloud providers) might have regarding the type of engagement
a CPA could perform to provide their customers with assurance on the service organization’s controls.
Part of this confusion stems from the lack of knowledge of customers, potential customers, and service
organizations regarding the purpose of each type of SOC report and its intended use.
The Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) has drafted this position paper as a means of educating its members
and providing guidance on selecting the most appropriate reporting option.
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GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation)
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) (Regulation (EU) 2016/679) is a regulation by which
the European Parliament, the Council of the European Union and the European Commission intend to
strengthen and unify data protection for all individuals within the European Union (EU). It also
addresses the export of personal data outside the EU. The GDPR aims primarily to give control back to
citizens and residents over their personal data and to simplify the regulatory environment for
international business by unifying the regulation within the EU.[1] When the GDPR takes effect, it will
replace the data protection directive (officially Directive 95/46/EC)[2] of 1995. The regulation was
adopted on 27 April 2016. It becomes enforceable from 25 May 2018 after a two-year transition period
and, unlike a directive, it does not require national governments to pass any enabling legislation, and
is thus directly binding and applicable.
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Cyber Security Assessment
With the changing IT Landscape the most complex cyber threats targeting businesses through Mobile
Apps, Social Media, IOT and the Cloud. It gets important to test the overall risk exposure from advanced
threats to your organization.

Cyber Security Assessment helps you to

Prevent Costly Cyber Breaches
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CONCLUSION

We all know, It all TOP DOWN. Leadership team that’s interested in
fostering a positive security culture — and does so without fail — is
mandatory if the risks of a breach are to be minimized.
Having CCTV cameras and security guards only help you and your customer
get the feeler that the business is secured. What we need today is a change,
a change in the organizational security culture adopting best practice CSR
(Compliance, Security, Risk) standards.

“It takes 20 years to build a reputation and five
minutes to ruin it. If you think about that, you'll
do things differently”- Warren Buffett

Let’s all secure our organization and do things differently by adopting best
practice CSR activities.

#ISOQAR India Pvt. Ltd.
The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended
to address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. Although
we endeavor to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no
guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date it is received or
that it will continue to be accurate in the future.

+91 9510165543

No one should act on such information without appropriate professional
advice after a thorough examination of the particular situation.
The views and opinions expressed herein are those of the internet based
research, they do not necessarily represent the views of ISOQAR in India.

ISOQAR (INDIA) PVT. LTD.

303, Matrix, Corporate Road, Prahladnagar, Off.
S.G.Highway, Ahmedabad – 380051, Gujarat, India.
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